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S. N. ROLL NO. NAME OF STUDENT FATHER'S NAME SCHOOL RANK ZONAL RANK SCHOOL RANK

1 SB2018A30017 AADITRI SINGH DR. RAHUL SINGH 1 44 ---

2 SB2018A30006  ANJIKA SINGH VIVEK KUMAR SINGH 2 73 ---

3 SB2018A30002 ADITYA CHAUHAN DHEERAJ CHAUHAN 3 169 ---

4 SB2018A30014 SIDDHANTH KRISHNA SRI KRISHNA NAROOR 4 178 ---

5 SB2018A30010 ARAV RANA GAURAV RANA 5 252 ---

6 SB2018A30011 ARJUN BURA KULDEEP SINGH BURA 6 269 ---

7 SB2018A30018 VEDANT GUPTA ARPIT GUPTA 7 360 ---

8 SB2018A30016 VRINDA NEGI PRADEEP NEGI 8 471 ---

9 SB2018A30019 HANSHITA KHATTAR DR. LOKESH KHATTAR 9 520 ---

10 SB2018A30012 LAKSHIV JHORAR ABHISHEK JHORAR 10 652 ---

11 SB2018A30005 AVANYA HALDAR AVISHEK HALDAR 11 749 ---

12 SB2018A30007 SHAURYA GUPTA SAURABH GUPTA 12 985 ---

13 SB2018A30009 YASHIKA SANKHLA DHARMENDRA SANKHLA 13 1048 ---

SUBJECT ENGLISH HINDI
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NAME OF SCHOOL KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NOIDA, UP
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14 SB2018A30001 AADRIT AHLUWALIA APOORVA AHLUWALIA 14 1635 ---

15 SB2018A30013 MAHROSH SAHAR ABU OBAIDAH SYED 15 1745 ---

16 SB2018A30015 VIVAAN GUPTA PRANAY GUPTA 16 1856 ---

17 SB2018A30020 PARAS CHOUDHARY NAVEEN CHOUDHARY 17 1987 ---

18 SB2018A30008 SINON SINHA KUNAL ANAND 18 2304 ---

19 SB2018A30004 SIDDHI GUPTA SAURABH GUPTA 19 2520 ---

20 SB2018A30003 KASHVI CHAUHAN MANUJ CHAUHAN 20 3019 ---

INSTRUCTIONs & 

GUIDELINES FOR 

Final round 

1. This is result sheet of Round-2, Spelling Bee-2018, participation in the final round solely based on the rank obtained by the candidates in their 

respective zones.

2. There is no registration fee is to be paid by the students, i.e final round is absolutely free.

3. Winner will get INR 75,000 and Runner up will get INR 51000 and all other fiinalist will get consolation prize along with certificate, 

memento and medals (Every prizes are for every subject and every group.)

4. All the students who have obtained Zonal Rank 1-15 are invited to appear in the final round as per the schedule attached here with, along 

with that Zonal Rank 16-20 will receive a cheque of INR 1500/- from our  President Hope Foundation  as motivational prize apart from the 

prizes mentioned in the notification spell bee-2018.   

5. All the participants of round-2, who have obtained the rank 15 or below are eligible to participate in the final round, which is 

scheduled to be held from 24th of January to 26th of January - 2019. Dates  for different subjects  are different but venue will be the same this year 

which will be notified to you just after the receiving of entry form from the school which is attached here with.

6. The selected participants have to report at 11.00 AM at their venue according to the schedule provided to you. 

7. Kindly send attested copy of the form attached here with on or before 17/01/2019 , and original copy is to be carried out by the candidate.

8. Along with all the prizes for the students, the teacher co-ordinator will get a appreciation certificate and school will get a participation mementoes. 
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